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Abstract: - Managing a high-density crowd is challenging, especially when space is limited, due to increased risk of crowd disasters. There 

are many considerations to lower disaster risk and ensure crowd safety such as infrastructure, facility, staff, emergency response plan, edu-

cation and awareness. This paper investigates capacity management, which is the most critical consideration when space is limited. Dis-

crete-event simulation (DES) technique is highly adept at reproducing complex real-world operations and can incorporate numerous sto-

chastic variables, thereby improving its effectiveness in decision-making. The objective of this study is to assess capacity utilization of 

small space through formulating space features and crowd dynamic with a DES model. The model is intended to provide support for in-

formed decision-making process related to capacity management. A real case study about a high-density crowd visiting the Holy Rawda 

was employed. The data related to the visiting parameters and visit experience KPIs were captured through a range of interviews and actual 

visits. Comparing the results of the simulation scenarios against the proposed KPIs had a surprising result, there is only 79% utilization of 

the area, although, intensive high-density crowd were featured during all the visits. It means better management of the crowd may allow 

21% more visitors to visit the Holy Rawda.    
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1. Introduction 

A high-density crowd is a challenging problem that has been addressed in literature from different aspects [1]. 

Saudi Arabia faces high-density crowd problems, especially at the two holy mosques that Muslims from all over 

the world visit to perform the Islamic rituals [2]. Due to the importance of these rituals, Vision 2030 sets a specific 

goal to enable 30 million pilgrims achieve a transformative faith experience [3] through improving their experi-

ence of hospitality, space, safety and other services. Crowd management is a complex item on the agenda, espe-
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cially when space is limited, and the event is time-limited [4]. A prime example is visiting one of the most im-

portant sites for pilgrims, the Holy Rawda, between the prophet’s house and his prayer area within Prophet Mo-

hammed's (PBUH) Mosque. This space is special as it is next to his grave and is described as a piece of Paradise. 

The Holy Rawda space is limited to 333.69 m2 and cannot be expanded, both because its dimensions are described 

precisely in the Islamic text and in order to preserve its respected architectural heritage. The tranquility of this 

place attracts Muslims to spend longer in prayer, in reading the Holy Quran and in contemplation. However, at the 

time of writing, especially for female visitors it has been impossible for decades to enjoy its tranquility due to the 

number of visitors and limited visiting times. In fact, as reported in one interview, it can be stressful and involve 

collisions, pushing, falling and stampede. 

Visits by women to the Holy Rawda are challenging than for men due to the smaller space assigned to them. Only 

189.69 m2 of Holy Rawda is made available. There is greater crowd density since visits are restricted to just two 

or three daily sessions, depending on the season. Moreover, since women use the mosque’s north gates and the 

Holy Rawda is in the south, the site is a long way from the entrance. These additional constraints imposed by the 

mosque’s authority, besides ensuring female privacy and comfort during the visit, are aligned to Islamic com-

mands and historical practices; however, as a result women wait longer, walk farther, and are hurried through the 

Holy Rawda, resulting in exhaustion and stress that in most cases have disturbed the visitor’s tranquility. Despite 

the extraordinary efforts to manage the crowds at the Holy Rawda, no study relating to the challenges of female 

visits is found in the scientific literature. This research aims to use simulation to investigate the current visiting 

dynamics, identify its challenges and propose KPIs to assess the quality of the experience. Simulation is a 

commonly used approach to studying and analyzing current scenarios [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], as it is a powerful tool 

for crowding problems [10] to help decision-makers in planning alternative solutions [11]. The work was con-

ducted using simulation as commonly used in similar studies [12], [13], [14]. To understand the visiting dynamic 

and identify the relevant simulation variables, 30 visits were undertaken by the research team in several Islamic 

seasons over two years (2019 to 2020). 

Additional data were collected from interviews with female crowd agents at the Agency of the General Presidency 

for the Affairs of the Prophet’s Mosque [15] and a convenience sample of (women) visitors' both before and after 

their visit. Discrete event simulation (DES) [10], [16] was adopted to simulate the scenario of a woman’s visit to 

the Holy Rawda, at the same time providing a graphical user interface to represent her visit’s constraints. 

The base model of the current visit procedure was developed on a blueprint of the Holy Mosque using ExtendSim 

tool [17]. An iterative process of build, validate and verify concluded in a model with a 95% confidence rate and 

0.001 error rate. The results were compared to seven identified Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) relating to the 

number of people and waiting times at various stages of the visit, as well as the space utilization of the Holy 

Rawda.  

Comparing the simulation results of the current visiting scenarios against the proposed KPI reveals a surprising 

result. Despite the crowd density of the visit experience, there is only 79% utilization of capacity: in other words, 

there is scope to increase capacity by as much as 21% to achieve optimum utilization. The simulation also reveals 

that the waiting time ranges from 45 minutes to five hours. In the discussion section of this paper, the results are 

discussed in detail and a possible adjustment is proposed to optimize women’s visits to the Holy Rawda.  

The paper starts by describing the context of the problem in detail, then gives the background of computer sim-

ulation approaches, illustrating the approaches to simulating such problems. Section 4 gives the works related to 

simulation of Islamic rituals in Saudi Arabia. Section 5 details the simulation methodology, followed by the 

simulation results and their validation in section 6. Section 7 discusses the study’s result, draws conclusion and 

makes recommendations. Finally, section 8 highlights the limitations of this study. 

2. case study context: The problem with women’s visits to the Holy Rawda 

This section explains the problem context in detail through giving the geography of the Holy Rawda site and the 

crowd’s movements, from entering the mosque to exiting after the visit. To understand the process and the rea-

soning about the process. Being members of the crowd visiting the Holy Rawda helped the research team to 

understand its behavior, distribution density, cultural background impact and expectations of waiting time. An 
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additional source of information was a formal interview with the female crowed management leader and obser-

vation of the preparations for female visiting time by the crowd management team [15]. This helped to understand 

the reasoning behind the practices to manage the crowd and the supporting logistics and to estimate the numbers 

during visiting times. The third source of information was the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques Institute for 

Hajj and Umrah Research [18], which provided blueprints of the Holy Mosques and its surroundings as well as 

brainstorming possible solutions and their limitations. 

An geographical characteristics of the Holy Rawda within Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) mosque are shown in 

Figure 1. The Holy Rawda is a 333.69 m2 area in the southern part of the Holy Mosque between the Prophet 

Mohammed (PBUH) house where he was buried and his prayer area. This location in the central area of the old 

building is rich with Islamic heritage and adjacent to other Islamic ritual objects. The Holy Rawda is within the 

male prayer area. For this reason, women are required to approach from the northern part of the mosque, shown 

with double arrows, toward the south, then exit on the route shown with single arrows to the north. During 

women’s visits only two-thirds of the area of the Holy Rawda, around 12 by 12 square meters, is allocated for use. 

As reported by the crowd representative, this area must accommodate about 300 female visitors to pray, estimated 

by the number of occupied carpets in the waiting area. A temporary partition 2 meters high and 523.35 meters long 

is erected to separate the prayer area from the route from the female section. Evacuating the area and setting up 

this partition (the dark dashed line in Figure 1) takes about 35 minutes. 

 

Figure 1. Blueprint for visits arrangement to the Holy Rawda [2]. 

Depending on the Islamic season, visits to the Holy Rawda by women are possible only two or three times a day: 

from sunrise until an hour before Dhuhr prayers; after Dhuhr prayers to an hour before Asr prayers; and (3) after 

Isha prayers until Qyam prayers. Prayer times relate to daylight hours, hence in winter only two visits are available 

for women as the day is shorter. At each visiting session women visitors are put into groups, each guided by a 

member of the crowd management team. The number of groups depends on the length of the session, which varies 

from 2 hours to 5 hours 27 minutes. 

Preparing the Holy Rawda for women’s visits takes about 35 to 40 minutes and involves evacuating the men’s 

area and installing the partition immediately after prayers. The women’s area is to the east, where five waiting 

areas are sited next to the gates to the Holy Rawda. A section on the west side is dedicated to those in special need. 

Visitors arrive at the waiting area well before prayer time to get a place in the waiting area before it becomes full. 
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Around 4,800 visitors wait in these four sections, each holding around 1,200 people. Waiting times to enter the 

Holy Rawda can be 5 hours, and visitors can become physically exhausted and irritated. When the visit begins, a 

gate measuring 4.22 meters wide opens for the first batch of 1,200 visitors. The following pattern of visitors from 

the gate to the Holy Rawda was observed: 

 

Figure 2. Crowd density inside the Holy Rawda. Taken by author’s personal camera, 16 May 2019. 

Those visitors with limited patience stand next to each other close to the door. They push and run toward the Holy 

Rawda as soon as the door opens, as shown in Figure 2, resembling the flow of water. The organizers do not 

attempt to intervene to avoid collisions, stampede, and falls. These visitors normally run to reach the Holy Rawda, 

then ask to leave after just 10 minutes. 

1. The remaining visitors walk patiently to the Holy Rawda. The organizers group them into batches of 300 in the 

second waiting area (Area 2) to enter the Holy Rawda one at a time. Doing so in a small space at 10- to 12-minute 

intervals is a challenge. Since the visitors enter the Holy Rawda in groups of 300, another stampede arises when 

clearing the area of each cohort in the tight slot of 10 to 15 minutes. This disrupts the spiritual experience. Figure 

3 is a photograph of the situation. 

 

Figure 3. Crowd density in waiting area. Taken by author’s personal camera, 25 March 2019. 

Illustrating the context of a visit to the Holy Rawda is important to understand the challenges that the authorities 

face to control the mass of visitors. Alongside the extraordinary efforts made to manage this complex and chal-
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lenging problem, representation using simulation tools helps to see the problem from a new angle, understand it 

better and appreciate its variables. This supports decision-makers in crowd management. It is important to note 

that the problem is studied without proposing any change to the construction of the mosque or the policies con-

cerning visits, which are outside the scope of this research. 

3. Computer Simulation Techniques 

Computer simulation is defined as the exemplification of the dynamic characteristics of real-world elements 

through specific digital models using computer technology [19], [20]. The model is constrained to achieve pre-

dictive knowledge valuable to decision-making on aspects of the entire real system. Therefore, a simulation model 

is frequently used when high-risk decisions must be taken, the consequences of which are not directly visible, or 

no suitable analytical solutions are available [21]. Since most dynamic issues in practice cannot be performed and 

solved fully by mathematical equations, computer simulation is a powerful and flexible method in complex sys-

tem analysis [10]. 

The goal of simulation can vary from identifying bottlenecks to streamlining activities. The simulation itself does 

not present an immediate solution; it is to understand the behavior of the system. So, when a behavior is known, it 

is possible to undertake improvements and effective interventions to the system. The simulation subsequently 

confirms whether the entire system is to react similarly to the simulation. The compliance of the whole system 

with the simulated one relies on its quality and accuracy [22], [23]. 

Simulation systems are categorized by their characteristics [10]: branching into deterministic or stochastic, static, 

or dynamic, then discrete or continuous. Deterministic simulation models include no random variables and have a 

recognized set of inputs, which will result in a unique collection of outputs. On the other hand, stochastic simu-

lation models have one or more random variables as inputs. Random inputs lead to random outputs. As shown in 

Figure 4, the deterministic and the stochastic models can be either static or Discrete-Event Simulation (DES), 

which is the process of collecting well-defined events from the behavior of a complex system sequentially [24], 

with change in the system state at a specific time and cause [25]. 

 

Figure 4. Classification of simulation models [1]. 

This type of simulation is used in several real-life situations, such as healthcare [24], [25], [26], transportation and 

wireless networks [27]. To use DES effectively, some essential characteristics should be predefined, such as 

starting and ending points, the method of monitoring the elapsed time from starting the process, discrete events 

that have occurred from the beginning of the process and discrete events expected or pending. Moreover, DES 

involves a combination of elements (people, procedures, materials, equipment, information, space, and energy) 

together with system resources (equipment, tools and personnel) [24]. Each process is a series of logically related 

activities of different duration, undertaken to achieve a specified outcome. Activities involve the use of process 

elements and resources. The item library simulates those systems using blocks to mimic operations and timings 

that represent the actual occurrence of events [28]. 
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4. Work related to simulating Islamic mass gatherings 

The two Holy Mosques attract millions of Muslims on a daily basis, especially during Ramadan and Hajj. Around 

3 million visitors come from all over the world to perform the Hajj Rituals [29]. Visiting Prophet Mohammed 

(PBUH) mosque during Hajj is not mandatory; however, for convenience, most visitors from other countries visit 

Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) mosque on the same trip. Compared to research on crowds in the Hajj and Umrah 

context, less has been conducted on the crowds for Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) mosque. To the best of our 

knowledge, there is no work on the female crowds visiting the Holy Rawda. Therefore, this section highlights 

studies on Islamic rituals in Saudi Arabia, as this deals with similar crowds that are governed by the same au-

thorities. 

A comprehensive survey on the technology used for Hajj crowd management research from 2007 to 2020 [29] 

shows a taxonomy of their design to implement solutions that facilitate crowd management during Hajj. It shows 

that crowd modelling and simulation is the main tool used for planning and managing the event. Simulation is 

used to study pilgrims’ movement during Hajj rituals [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], 

[41], [42], [43], [44], [45], to study pilgrims during Tawaf ritual [46], [47], [48], [49] and to plan utility and ser-

vices [50] and traffic flow [51], [52], [53], [54]. Furthermore, there are range of studies adopt simulation of hajj 

data in different prediction model such as disease spread during hajj [55]  and possible energy source form food 

waste during hajj  [56]. 

The movement of pilgrims in the Tawaf was simulated by DES, aiming to increase throughput and enhance pil-

grims’ experience [47]. The parameters of the model include the size of the Tawaf circle, the number of pilgrims, 

density, velocity, time, capacity, distance, and speed. Two separate cellular automated models simulate circular 

movements and free steps from source to destination using the statistical discrete event approach. 

A recent study explored a similar issue in terms of location and density, analyzing the crowd dynamics of visitors 

to the Prophet’s (PBUH) grave for the Ziara ritual [5]. People undertaking the Ziara ritual pass along a straight 

corridor in one direction from Alsalam gate in the west towards Gate in the east. Walking speed is calculated from 

video observation at 1.2 meter per second, with a standard deviation of 0.30 meter per second, but slows to 0.42 

meter per second in front of the grave, with a standard deviation of 0.2 meter per second [5]. To simulate the 

crowd, Mass Motion was used with various parameter settings. The study indicated a break down in the conditions 

when the flow of people exceeds 9,200 persons/hour in front of the grave and proposed the introduction queueing 

outside Alsalam gate. Although this work is the most relevant to this current study, the Ziara ritual only allows 

male visitors and has no time restrictions. Visiting the Holy Rawda as a woman involves restricted visiting time, a 

longer distance from the gates and a stop-go motion of the crowds, since for women, for reasons of privacy, there 

has to be prior evacuation of males and restrictions on taking videos.  

 Of the limited studies related to visiting the Prophet Mohammed’s (PBUH) mosques, two analyze the crowd 

characteristics in Al-Masjed Al-Nabawi [57], [58]. Both used computer vision and simulation to represent crowds 

and proposed alternative systems to develop indicators to support decision-makers. The first studied the crowds at 

the Holy Rawda of Al-Masjed Al-Nabawi, where they exhibit low interpersonal distance and there is a corre-

sponding loss of individual freedom of movement [57]. This study uses various simulation models and computer 

vision to enable direct attainment of statistics and indicators. The second studied the heavily congested conditions 

at busy times of day using data collected during Ramadan and Dhul-Hijjah to examine safety aspects, recom-

mending future solutions [58]. Conventional manual head-counting was adopted to determine the actual numbers 

from the videos and photos captured by the Al-Haram authorities. The analyses show that the crowd dynamics in 

Ramadan are statistically different from those at all other times, which are practically identical. 

In a further related work, the maximum crowd density of visitors to the Prophet Mohammed’s (PBUH) grave was 

predicted by simulation [59]. The simulation of crowd movements from the grave to exit gate inside the holy 

mosque used a tool called Mass Motion [60]. The study proposed grouping people into batches of various sizes for 

different sessions. Although this study is close to the context of the Holy Rawda, again it focuses on the Ziara 

ritual, which is for men only and thus completely segregated from the female visitors. 
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The evacuation plan at the Prophet Mohammed’s (PBUH) mosque has been studied through comparing simula-

tion tools [61]. Those recommended for simulation are Exodus [62], Simwalk [63] and two open-source tools, 

STEPS [64] and FDS+EVAC [65]. The variables in the simulations are the floorplan, the total occupancy of the 

mosque and the movement speed of pilgrims. Evacuation time is analyzed, being the most critical variable in an 

emergency. To study the evacuation the research recommends seven zones at the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) 

mosque. Although this is one of few studies to consider female zones inside a mosque, it does not address evac-

uation procedures at visiting times for women. 

5. Simulation Methodology 

The current study conducted following the basic simulation methodology, as commonly used in similar research 

[12], [13], [14]. We extended the methodology with additional steps, as shown in Figure 5. 

• Step 1: Understand the context of the simulation by scoping the problem, its variables, and surrounding con-

ditions. Section 2 describes women’s visits to the Holy Rawda, the visiting constraints, and the frame of the visit.  

 

Figure 5. Simulation methodology 

• Step 2: Data collection of simulation input parameters. Observations and interviews were the source of the 

simulation data, and 30 visits were performed in 2019 and 2020 to experience various visiting times and seasons. 

This helped to develop several scenarios with dissimilar timestamping. The multiple interviews with crowd 

management personnel at the Holy Mosque greatly helped to critically understand the process of women’s visits 

and the preparations involved. Through the interview researchers captured important data related to the sessions, 

the number of visitors and the process. The data collected in this step were used to build the simulation reference 

model at Step 3 in the simulation methodology. 

• Step 3: The descriptive modeling step for building a reference model that is a rigorous, systematic analysis of 

a model’s relevance and consistency with observed behavior and data to ensure that it is fit for purpose [66]. The 

process of female visiting the Holy Rawda can be divided into three areas, as in Figure 6, each with distinct at-

tributes and a specific capacity. 

Waiting Area 1: 2,880 m2 on the west side of the female part of the mosque. To control the crowd, this area is 

divided into four (A, B, C, D), each holding 1,200 visitors. Immediately after prayers, the zone around the Holy 

Rawda is prepared for women visitors. It takes 35 to 40 minutes to clear it and install the partitions. All 1,200 

visitors are asked to move to Waiting Area 2 once the gate from one of the four areas opens, and it takes up to 3 

minutes to empty the space and close the gate. Therefore, the minimum waiting time is 35 minutes; the longest 

waiting time observed in high season is 5 hours.  

Waiting Area 2: To control the entrance to the limited space of the Holy Rawda, the visitors are split into four 

smaller groups of 300 in this area, as estimated by the number of occupied carpets. The first group enters the holy 

area immediately and subsequent groups wait 15 minutes for the previous one to exit. 
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The Holy Rawda: The destination for thousands of visitors to pray, and here they need space to stand, bow and 

kneel comfortably for a few minutes. The space assigned for women is 189.96 m2. The space fits 300 comfortably, 

but usually must take 365 to 400. The area for each person is 0.6 m2, equivalent to a standard prayer mat. After 12 

minutes each group is asked to leave the Holy Rawda by way of the exit. It was observed that not everyone follows 

this exit plan, thus it is not possible to empty the Holy Rawda completely for the next group. Once the final group 

in Waiting Area 2 has entered the Holy Rawda, the gate into Waiting Area 1 opens for the next round of visitors.  

 

Figure 6: Reference model for woman’s visit. 

• Step 4: The experimental design consisted of configuring a digital version of the logic defined in the reference 

model to a build simulation base model [67]. This stage started by setting the input parameters with a proper 

distribution, then, designing the experimental base model using ExtendSim software blocks, as in Figure 7. The 

simulation logic is in four parts to reflect visitors’ activities in each of the visiting areas depicted in the reference 

model: arrival; proceeding to Waiting Area 2; proceeding to the Holy Rawda area; and at the Holy Rawda itself. 

The following section illustrates this logic.  

Input parameters and data distribution 

The input parameters consist of three attributes. The first is the parameter name, which comprises the waiting area 

number and Rawda capacity: 1,200 was taken as the capacity of each wating area. The second is the parameter’s 

value of 0 or 1 to indicate whether the gate is open or closed, and 300 was set for the Rawda’s normal capacity, 

with 400 at maximum capacity. The parameters to run the simulation are given in Table 1. The third attribute is 

batch size, giving visitor numbers for each area. 

 

Table 1. Simulation input parameters 

The best-fit distribution corresponding the collected data for processing time at the Holy Rawda is the empirical 

discrete distribution [68], which is appropriate for this study’s data set. This distribution represents visitors en-
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tering the Rawda, according to the data: 45% of visitors spent 12 minutes; 20% spent 30 minutes; 20% spent 7 

minutes; and 15% spent 45 minutes. Maximum capacity was set at 400 and the delay to 45 minutes, being the 

maximum that visitors spend there. The aim of this study is to create a management model to reduce delays at the 

Holy Rawda using the current distribution, which could improve the crowd management and enhance the visitors’ 

experience. 

 

Figure 7: Running the simulated base model. 

Designing the experimental base model 

1-Simulate the Arrival:  

• The arrival of the female visitors to the first waiting areas, A, B, C and D, is represented as entities in the Ex-

tendSim simulator. As shown in Figure 7-A, several blocks of the simulator were used to simulate the arrival 

process, such as queue and activity blocks, showing a delay of 35 minutes in opening the Area 1 gates to start a 

visit. Also, a gate block is used to control the flow of entities to the next area, by reading values from the database. 

If the value is 1, it passes the entities, otherwise it waits until it equals 1.  

2-Simulate Visitors Proceeding to the Area 2:    

Once the entities pass through Areas A, B, C or D, they reach Area 2 in just 3 minutes. This used the select and 

activity blocks, as in Figure 7-B. 

3-Simulate Visitors Proceeding to the Holy Rawda:  

The distributed entities in Area 2 were collected in the batch block once again, as in Figure 7 -C. The gate block 

reads the values from the database and, if it equals 1, the batched entity moves to the equation block, which once 

again closes the gate by writing zero to the system parameter to control the logic for this gate.  

4-At Holy Rawda Area: 
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Figure 8: Experimental design of the simulated base model 

The entities arriving from each waiting area are connected to a queue block, then to an information block that 

counts the items passing through, as in Figure 7-D. Then, two Un-batch blocks are used, the first one to open the 

gate of the next waiting group after 14 minutes, and the second to Un-batch the items, which represents visitors 

arriving from one of the waiting groups. The first Un-batch block is connected to another block that contains the 

logic for admitting the groups one after another to the Holy Rawda, as in Figure 7-E. 

• Step 5: The simulation was run with the current visit variables. It ran for 300 minutes, representing the longest 

visiting period at the Holy Rawda. A snapshot of the simulation is shown in Figure. 8. The run was performed 33 

times, as both the error and the confidence values reached a static value by the thirtieth iteration, at 0.001 with a 

95% confidence interval.  

Step 4: Verification and validation represent the sixth step and ensure that the developed model reflects the re-

al-life scenario in terms of behavior and results. Verification and validation are connected. Verification happens 

first, to ensure that the model is correctly built [69], then validation concerns whether if it is the right model. 
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Verification is defined as checking that a model’s implementation and its associated data indeed express the 

developer's conceptual specification and description [70]. 

To verify the simulated base model, five KPIs were identified to analyze the results, identified from the capacity 

and time of each visiting area process, including the average Rawda visitors in each area per unit time, their 

average waiting time, the total number of visitors served, the utilization of the Rawda area and, finally, the average 

minimum/maximum total visit time. A detailed illustration of the simulation results and its validation is given in 

section 6.  

6. Results and Validation 

This section describes the run results of the simulation and validates its output against the five identified KPIs, 

based on two key factors: the capacity and time, the main indicators of utilization of the Holy Rawda. Capacity 

refers to the visitors in the various areas during each visit. Time refers to how many minutes these visitors spend in 

each area. Tracking capacity and time in each area helped to calculate the utilization and the time to undertake the 

visit. Below is a discussion and analysis of each of these KPIs, based on the results of the simulation. 

KPI 1: Total Number of Visitors Served: This represents the overall numbers in a visiting session. The running 

results show 4,800 entering Waiting Area 1 and exiting the Holy Rawda at the end of the session. This is equal to 

the estimated number, divided into 1,200 visitors in Waiting Areas A, B, C and D.  

KPI 2: Average Number of Visitors in The Holy Rawda Area per Unit of Time: This represents the average 

number in each group visiting the Holy Rawda. The capacity is 300, and 400 at peak times. The running results 

from the base model show that the average number inside the Holy Rawda is 300 and represented by Equation (1). 

 

The plotter chart in Figure 9 depicts the variance between the current number of visitors and the average in the 

Holy Rawda. The first 38 minutes is 0, meaning that the Holy Rawda is empty at that time, when setting up the 

partition and preparing to receive visitors. So, even though there is overcrowding in the Holy Rawda area, it is 

underutilized for a short time. Then the number of visitors climbs to 300, representing the first group, then drops to 

250, then to 100, which shows that visitors are exiting the Holy Rawda at several points in time. When there are 

still 100 visitors in the Holy Rawda, the second group of 300 visitors enters, which is shown by the blue line 

climbing to 400. At the 280th minute, the blue line drops, representing the start of preparations to empty the Holy 

Rawda. As a result, the average number of visitors, shown  

by the red line, increases from 50 to 300. 

 

Figure 9: Current number of visitors vs time in the Holy Rawda in simulated base model. 

KPI 3: Average Waiting Time of Visitors: This represents the average wait by a visitor before entering the Holy 

Rawda. The running results are given in Equation (2). It seems to be very long, with an average of 148.15 minutes, 

which is 2.47 hours.  
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KPI 4: Average Minimum, Maximum, Total Visit Time: These three numbers represent the time from entering 

a waiting area to exiting the Holy Rawda. The minimum represents the best scenario and the maximum the worst. 

The average total visit time is 175.23 minutes, or almost 3 hours, given by Equation (3). 

 

The average minimum spent time in the Holy Rawda is 45 minutes, as shown in the running result represented in 

Equation (4).  

 

 

The average minimum waiting time in Waiting Area 1 represents the average shortest duration in Waiting Area 1, 

from admitting visitors until they exit. The 3 minutes is how long it takes to transfer the visitors from Waiting 

Area 1 to Waiting Area 2. The average minimum waiting time in Area 2 represents the average shortest duration in 

Waiting Area 2, from entering to exiting to the Holy Rawda. The average minimum time spent in Rawda repre-

sents the average shortest duration that the visitors spend in the Holy Rawda, from entering it until they exit. 

The average maximum time is 299 minutes, or almost 5 hours, achieved by running the simulated base model 

represented in Equation (5). 

 

The average maximum waiting time in Waiting Area 1 represents the average longest duration time spent in the 

Waiting Area 1 starting from entering the visitors to this area until they exit from it. The 3 minutes represents the 

time of transferring the visitors from Area 1 to Area 2. The average maximum waiting time spent in Area 2 rep-

resents the average of the highest duration time spending in the Area 2 once the visitors enter this area until they 

exit from it. The average maximum time spent in Rawda represents the average of the longest duration that visitors 

spend in the Holy Rawda from entering until exiting. 

 

Figure 10: Current and average utilization of the Holy Rawda for simulated base model. 

KPI 5: Utilization of the Rawda Area: This KPI depicts the percentage utilization of the Holy Rawda. Holy 

Rawda utilization is defined as the average time during which it has less than 300 visitors. It was observed during 

research visits and in interviews that the Holy Rawda is overcrowded all the time, with more than 300 visitors. 

However, the average utilization value is the average length of time divided by the normal Holy Rawda capacity 

(300). Therefore, utilization averages 79%, which means that the Holy Rawda sometimes has 300 visitors or more 

on average when running the model, represented in the plot in Figure 10. However, despite overcrowding in this 

Current      Average      Full    

 

 

Current      Average      Full  
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area, it is underutilized at certain times, with average of 21%. This happens immediately before admitting the 

second, third and fourth groups of 300 into the Holy Rawda. 

To verify the simulated base model, its running results were compared to the data collected from the organizers, as 

in Table 2. The second column represents the results of the base model. The third column 'As Is' representing the 

value of each KPI taken from the collected data. Finally, 'Error' represents the error percentage of the model. To 

calculate the error, Equation (6) is used. 

 

Table 1: Verification results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generally, the verification results show that most errors equal 0, which tells us that the simulated base model is 

verified. For the validity of the simulated base model, some objects like information and history blocks from the 

item library in ExtendSim were used to see if the simulated base model works according to codes and parameter 

values that were input, matching the behavior of the reference model as well as the real-life system. As seen in 

Figure 11 the first group enters the Holy Rawda at 48.65 minutes and then at 62.65, 76.65, 90.65 minutes, and so 

on, every 14 minutes. This means that the 14-minute logic works correctly to admit each group to the Holy Rawda, 

and this indicates that the simulated base model is validated. 

KPI                                               Base Model As is Error 

Total number of visitors served                    

     
4,800 4,800 0 % 

Average number of visitors in Rawda area per unit 

time 
300 300 0 % 

Average waiting time of visitors                   

     
148.15 m 150 m -1.23 % 

Average minimum visit time                       

     
45 m    45 m 0%   

Average maximum visit time                       

     
299 m    300 m -0.33% 

Total visit time                                    

      
   175.23 m 180 m -2.65 % 

Utilization of the Rawda area                      

     
79%     79% 0 %  
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Figure 1: Content of history block for batched items entering the Holy Rawda in simulated base model. 

7. Study Limitations 

This paper demonstrates the dynamics of women’s visits to the Holy Rawda. The study data were captured 

through observations and interviews, and 30 visits were undertaken throughout 2019 and 2020 by the research 

team at various times and seasons. Due to COVID-19, all holy rituals were suspended, completely changing the 

dynamics of performing the Islamic rituals. This involved the imposition of health and safety measures such as 

social distancing, disinfection, health checks and limits on visitor numbers. This caused dramatic changes to the 

dynamics described in this paper. The research team consequently faced uncertainty and delayed presenting this 

work, as there was no information on how the visit dynamics would be after the pandemic. One argument sup-

porting the position of this paper is that depicting previous visiting dynamics using simulation may provide in-

sights for decision-makers when planning the return to full operation after the pandemic.  

Another limitation relating to the mechanics of capturing data on the dynamics of women’s visits was the im-

possibility of using video or photography to count visitors. This is due to the respect for female privacy in Islam, 

known as Hijab. All numbers received from interviewing the agents are estimates with a margin of error, so during 

the observation visits the research team counted people in each area by manual head count and estimating the 

people by the number of carpets. Then a fitting equation and averaging were used, as well as adjustment of some 

values in different iterations of the simulation model. 

Another limitation is the exclusion from the simulation of people with special needs and the emergency evacua-

tion scenarios. This was intentional, to focus on the current dynamic and utilization of the Holy Rawda. Inclusion 

of special needs and emergency evacuation will be the topic of future study.  

It is important to highlight that this study investigated only the dynamics of visiting the Holy Rawda, measuring 

the utilization and duration of the visit. It did not include social or behavioral aspects that influence the visiting 

dynamics and the spiritual experience. Future studies will analyze the data captured from the interviews to en-

hance the spiritual experience of visiting the Holy Rawda. 

7. Study Limitations 

Visiting the Holy Rawda is a challenge for women due to constraints including space, crowd density, limited 

visiting sessions and the long distance from the gates assigned to women. These are in alignment with Islamic 

commands, historical practices and the assurance of female privacy and comfort during the visit. Despite the 

extraordinary efforts made by the authorities to manage the crowd, women struggle to complete the visit (as 

reported in interviews and observed on visits) because of the dense crowds, long waits, the long distance to walk 

and being rushed to access and leave. Although this issue was the case for a decade prior to the COVID-19 

lockdown, at the time of writing this paper no work found in the scientific literature has studied the female crowd 
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problem. Therefore, this paper offers a unique contribution to literature, demonstrating crowd dynamics with a 

visual illustration, using simulation, of women’s visits to the Holy Rawda.  

The simulation was built according to the commonly used methodology to guide the formulation of the problem 

and validate the results. The data were collected through observation visits and interviews with crowd agents and 

random visitors. An iterative approach was used to build the base model to demonstrate the learning from the data 

and observations. DES was used to visualize the visiting dynamics on a blueprint of the Holy Mosque of Madinah. 

DES was chosen as it is suitable for crowd behaviour, which features stop-start motion. As in the real scenario, the 

visiting dynamics is divided into three areas: two waiting areas and the Holy Rawda itself. The simulation logic 

performed a learning curve of 30 runs to reach the static confidence and error rate at 95% and 0.001. Training 

stopped at 33 runs as no further improvement in the result was recorded. These values are high for this type of 

scenario, which deals with agent movement motion in a safe environment.  

The number of visitors and time to perform the visits were captured in five KPIs, to measure the number of visitors 

and the time to perform the visit. These were used to calculate the utilization of the Holy Rawda. The simulation 

results were verified against variables captured from the real-life scenario. The error rate, confidence interval in 

addition to the KPIs comparison are the three measures that confirm the compatibility of the simulation-based 

model to the real-life scenario. 

An important outcome of this work is the identified KPIs, especially the utilization of the Holy Rawda, as demand 

is always increasing. The simulation shows only 79% utilization of the Holy Rawda. This figure is surprising, 

especially when compared to the norm in a real-life visit, as shown in Figure 3. Analyzing the curve in Figure 11 

shows that the under-utilization lies in the entry and exit of each group. This was confirmed by the observation 

visits, revealing that visitors do not follow the exit instruction and that the next group enters before the area is 

empty. This causes delay and disruption to the crowd flow as well as reducing the utilization. It means that there is 

room to improve utilization to the optimum and allow 21% more visitors to visit The Holy Rawda. 

 Another valuable outcome is the finding of the long waiting times that visitors may experience in comparison to 

the 10 to 12 minutes allowed inside The Holy Rawda. The visit takes 45 minutes at best, and in the worst scenario 

last up to 5 hours. The simulation shows that it is the women in Waiting Area 1, Group D, who face this long wait. 

Actual visits confirm this finding, especially in the long visiting session between Ishaa prayers and Qaim and in 

peak season, as Waiting Area 1 is already full before prayer time. It was also observed and reported in interviews 

that the long wait causes exhaustion, frustration and stress to visitors and spoils the spiritual experience.  

Although this paper does not attempt to provide solutions, the work concludes with recommendations based on its 

observation of Holy Rawda visits and discussion with various stakeholders. It is difficult to control the movement 

of a group of 300 in such a limited space and time, therefore when studying potential solutions, the introduction of 

the practice of queueing may enhance the experience. Waiting for more than one hour negatively impacts the visit 

experience and limiting Waiting Area 1 to a single section would enhance the visit experience. At the time of 

writing, due to COVID-19 visiting the Holy Rawda is completely different because of the need for social dis-

tancing and health measures, so this work offers insights to those planning the return to full operation after the 

pandemic has ceased. 
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